**THEME: The Lure of the Wild is Irresistible & Instinctual**

**Images of the Wild Life in the Forest**

“... tasting the savor of the meat...” pg 56

Eight quotations including page number from chapters 6-7 that create images of the wild/life in the forest

*Draw an image of a Forest. Explain what it symbolizes.*

**Images of Civilization Life with Thorton**

“... the love for John Thornton drew him back to the fire again.” pg 55

Eight quotations including page number from chapters 6-7 that create images of the wild/life in the forest

*Draw an image of Fire. Explain what it symbolize?*

**Call of the Wild Chapters 6-7**
Buck’s Transformation

Thematically, his transformation from a civilized house pet to a wild dog/wolf is complete.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illustrate 3 Reasons Buck loves Thornton. Choose an overall quote that supports this panel.</th>
<th>Illustrate the next stage of his transformation &amp; Choose an overall quote that supports this panel.</th>
<th>Illustrate the next stage of his transformation &amp; Choose an overall quote that supports this panel.</th>
<th>Illustrate the next stage of his transformation &amp; Choose an overall quote that supports this panel.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Call of the Wild Chapters 6-7